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Ryuk ransomware, which has just been implicated in an   
attack against European IT company Sopra Steria, has now 
been deployed against hospitals in Brooklyn and Vermont. 
 
In the Brooklyn hospital case, Bleeping Computer was   
contacted by an employee at Wyckoff Heights Medical  
Center. The employee at the 350-bed teaching hospital   
confirmed that their network was compromised by Ryuk. 
Wyckoff Heights Medical Center has not responded to    
media requests for comment, but if the anonymous tip is to 
be believed, most of the devices at the hospital are now    
encrypted. 
 
Simultaneously with this incident, the Associated Press    
reports that the University of Vermont Health Network has 
been compromised with Ryuk ransomware. The attack     
affects six hospitals in the University of Vermont Health 
Network, which includes hospitals in Vermont and New 
York. This incident is being handled by the FBI and the  
Vermont Department of Public Safety. 
 
More on next page... 

Ryuk ransomware hits multiple hospitals 
simultaneously 
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“CISA, FBI, and HHS have credible information of an increased and imminent   
cybercrime threat to U.S. hospitals and healthcare providers. CISA, FBI, and 
HHS are sharing this information to provide warning to healthcare providers to 
ensure that they take timely and reasonable precautions to protect their networks 
from these threats... Without planning, provision, and implementation of continuity 
principles, organizations may be unable to continue operations. Evaluating      
continuity and capability will help identify continuity gaps. Through identifying and 
addressing these gaps, organizations can establish a viable continuity program 
that will help keep them functioning during cyberattacks or other emergencies.” 
 

Especially in the time of COVID-19, hospitals are pushed to capacity to handle 
both a pandemic and regular health emergencies. It is a particularly heinous act 
to target the health-care sector at this time, but COVID-19 presents the perfect 
motivator for cybercriminals. They hope that in desperation to gain full            
functionality again, hospitals will pay the ransom. 

As of this article’s publication, patients are still being treated, but many delays are 
resulting from the attacks. 
 

— Derek Kortepeter for Techgenix 

Client Spotlight 

 

This credit union was created for, and caters to, dedicated individuals. As the name 
suggests, we make satisfying these people, our members, a Priority. Our members 

have supported their family and their community for most of their lives and pride 
themselves on going “above and beyond.”   

 
We will strive, daily, to exceed member expectations. To provide a level of service 
simply not found at other financial institutions. To deliver on this service promise, 
we will leverage our processes and make the investments necessary to provide 

the reliable financial technology that our community expects.  
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Free Consultation 
to review your 

VMware  
Licensing! 

Contact your Tech Hero 
sales representative to 

schedule a FREE review 
of your VMware licensing.  

 
Find out ways to save 

money, ways to receive 
free upgrades, and a 

better understanding on 
the VMware license 

models.  

1-(800) 900-8324 

(option 2)    

Sales@TechHero.com 

400,000 Facebook users targeted in 
phishing campaign 

It is no secret that social media is a no-go for security and 
privacy advocates. With so much data collected on its users, 
data that is willingly shared, mind you, it is not hard to see 
how social media platforms can be targeted. The targeting 
typically comes from nefarious black hat hackers looking 
for a payday, either monetarily or via data that can be used 
in later attacks. This is the case in a recent attack campaign 
that went specifically after Facebook users. As reported in a 
post by researchers at Cyberint, a phishing campaign       
targeted over 400,000 Facebook users. These victims were 
located primarily in Israel, Norway, the United States, and 
Bulgaria (though many other countries had at least 1,000 
confirmed victims). At the same time, as researchers note, 
the motivations behind the attack seem vague. For           
Facebook, this is another in a long line of security           
embarrassments to strike the social network. 

According to Cynerint, the Facebook phishing campaign 
specifically spread a malicious link via Facebook           
messenger. Further details can be found in the following   
excerpt from the Cyberint team’s post: 

 

— Continued on next page... 
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Have you taken a look 

at our new tool, 

TechCentral? This new 

tool will allow you to 

open tickets directly 

with us here at Tech 

Hero at the click of a 

button! 

To try it out, just go down to 
your system tray and look for 
the small blue IT icon. After 
you’ve double clicked on it 

you will need to sign in (You 
will only need to do this once!) 

 
Once you are in you can click 
around explore the software. 

If you have any questions, feel 

free to reach out to us at the 

number below! 

(800) 900-8324 x2 

“Masquerading as a link to a YouTube video sent from a 
contact known to the recipient, those that click on the 
nefarious link are, unbeknownst to them, redirected 
through multiple websites that first determine if the    
victim is using a mobile device, presumably as the     
attack will be less noticeable, before presenting a      
Facebook phishing page and, after multiple redirects, 
culminating in the presentation of the legitimate Google 
Play Store site. 
 
Other than the theft of Facebook credentials, seemingly 
abused to further the reach of this campaign, the      
motivations or final objectives of the threat actor remain 
somewhat vague. 
 
Aside from the potential for some kind of referral-fraud, 
assuming that the redirection chain passed the victim 
through websites offering affiliate schemes, it appears 
unusual for a phishing campaign to not culminate in the 
victim being returned to the targeted site.” 
 

 
This attack ties in well to a recent report from 
Kaspersky that explored the volatility of social media, 
namely the threat it poses to its users from a              
cybersecurity perspective. The report compiled a list of 
the social media platforms that experiences the most 
phishing incidents. Over their period of research,       
Facebook topped their list with a staggering 4.5 million 
attack attempts. — Derek Kortepeter for Techgenix 
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Spotify is acquiring podcast hosting 
company Megaphone for $235 million 

Spotify’s making another big podcasting acquisition. This time, it’s buying podcast hosting 
company Megaphone for $235 million, according to a source close to the companies. The 
deal doesn’t affect Spotify’s own podcasts — it already hosted its shows on Megaphone — 
but it does mean more shows will have access to Spotify’s proprietary ad insertion         
technology, called Streaming Ad Insertion. 

SAI functions similarly to typical dynamic podcast ads, which are targeted based on a       
listener. But in Spotify’s case, the ads are inserted in real time as opposed to being 
swapped out ahead of a listen. This means Spotify’s system is making real-time decisions 
about which ads a specific listener should hear based on their data and also based on the 
goals of the various ad deals Spotify is currently running. 

This acquisition means all podcasts currently hosted on Megaphone will gain access to SAI 
after the deal closes. No other hosting services offer SAI, so if podcasts or advertisers want 
to target their ads to Spotify’s data and potentially better reach listeners, they’ll have to pay 
to host their show on Megaphone, or they’ll have to pay Megaphone to distribute their ads. 
Megaphone has over 5,500 shows hosted on the platform from big publishers like Slate, 
iHeartMedia, Disney, and Vox Media. 

With Megaphone, Spotify now owns a fully rounded-out podcasting ecosystem: a network of 
exclusive shows, a podcast player, podcast creation software, a hosting company, and its 
own ad sales team. 

This flashy acquisition follows other big-name deals, including Gimlet Media for a reported 
$200 million, Parcast for $56 million, The Ringer for $196 million, Anchor for $140 million, 
and reportedly more than $100 million for just the exclusive distribution and ad sales for The 
Joe Rogan Experience. Spotify only really entered the podcasting world in earnest in 2019, 
and already, it’s buying its way to dominance.— By Ashley Carman at The Verge 



Smart, cloud-managed 

IT solutions that make 

life simpler 

Powerful technology for all 

 

What is Cisco Meraki Cloud Managed 
Networking solution?  

Cisco Meraki changed the way we think 
about network management today. Its out-
of-band cloud architecture creates secure, 
scalable and easy-to-deploy networks that 
can be managed from anywhere. This can 

be done from almost any device using web-
based Meraki Dashboard and Meraki 

Mobile App.  

 

Focus on your core business and let 
Cisco Meraki manage your network  

We understand that your family, customers 
and business are important to you. Spend 
more time looking after those who matter 
the most and let Cisco Meraki manage the 

network for you.  

Call Tech Hero today to see about 

upgrading your network! 

(800) 900-8324 x2 
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Earlier this week, the bitcoin community was shocked when a     
digital  wallet containing roughly $1 billion in bitcoin — thought to 
be proceeds from the now-shuttered dark web drug marketplace 
Silk Road — was emptied by an unknown individual. Now, those 
responsible for cleaning out the funds have revealed themselves: it 
was the US government. 
 
The Department of Justice announced on Thursday that it had 
seized the wallet’s contents as part of a civil forfeiture case        
targeting the Silk Road. The government said it retrieved the 
roughly 70,000 bitcoins with the help of an unnamed hacker, 
whose identity is known to the government but who is simply      
referred to as “Individual X” in court documents. 
 
“Individual X” allegedly hacked the Silk Road’s payments system 
some time in 2012 or 2013. The government says that the Silk 
Road’s creator Ross Ulbricht, who is currently serving a double life 
sentence plus 40 years for his role in the site, “threatened          
Individual X for the return of the cryptocurrency,” but the unknown 
hacker refused. On November 3rd, Individual X agreed to forfeit 
the bitcoin to the US government and helped transfer the money. 
It’s unclear if Individual X has been arrested or how their            
cooperation was attained. 
 
In a press statement, US Attorney David L. Anderson celebrated 
the operation as a big success for the government. “Silk Road was 
the most notorious online criminal marketplace of its day,” said  
Anderson. “The successful prosecution of Silk Road’s founder in 
2015 left open a billion-dollar question. Where did the money go? 
Today’s forfeiture complaint answers this open question at least in 
part. $1 billion of these criminal proceeds are now in the United 
States’ possession.” 
 
Silk Road was “the most sophisticated and extensive criminal             
marketplace” on the internet, said the Department of Justice,      
operating between 2011 and 2013 before it was taken offline by 
the FBI. The US government estimates that the website generated 
around 600,000 bitcoins in commissions during this period. Around 
175,000 of these were seized when Ulbricht was arrested and the 
website shut down in October 2013. 
 
The Department of Justice did not say what it plans to do with the 
$1 billion in newly-seized bitcoins, but in the past it has auctioned 
off similar hauls of cryptocurrency. Such sales are processed like 
any other civil forfeiture, reports The Wall Street Journal, with   
profits kept by the agency and added to its budget. 
                                                        —By James Vincent at The Verge 

The US government seized $1 billion in 
bitcoin from dark web marketplace Silk Road 


